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Abstract
We develop a general class of factor-analytic models for the analysis of multivariate
(truncated) count data. Dependencies in multivariate counts are of interest in many
applications, but few approaches have been proposed for their analysis. Our model class
allows for a variety of distributions of the factors in the exponential family. The proposed
framework includes a large number of previously proposed factor and random effect models
as special cases and leads to many new models that have not been considered so far. Whereas
previously these models were proposed separately as different cases, our framework uniﬁes
these models and enables one to study them simultaneously. We estimate the Poisson factor
models with the method of simulated maximum likelihood. A Monte-Carlo study investigates
the performance of this approach in terms of estimation bias and precision. We illustrate the
approach in an analysis of TV channels data.
r 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Multivariate cross-sectional count data occur commonly in cases where incidences
of several related events are measured by counting them. If such multivariate counts
are available, interest is often in the investigation of dependencies among them, but
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applications of methods for the analysis of multivariate count data are relatively
rare. This has probably been caused by computational intractability [11, p. 252], even
though recent developments in simulation methods for estimation enable such
analyses, as illustrated in the work of Chib and Winkelmann [12].
Although information on clusters of variables that are highly correlated, can also
be obtained from direct inspection of the estimated covariance matrix as in [12], a
powerful tool for the investigation of dependencies in multivariate data is factor
analysis. Factor-analytic representations offer insights into dependencies among
observed variables based on a reduction of the data to a few important underlying
factors and graphical displays of the estimated factor weights that often have
interesting substantive interpretation. Factor analysis is probably one of the most
frequently used multivariate analysis tools. However, direct applications of standard
factor analysis to the analysis of counts neglect the discrete nature of count data.
Lawley [17] ﬁrst accommodated assumptions on the distribution of observed
variables and thereby introduced factor analysis to the area of statistical modeling.
Whereas he developed maximum likelihood estimation for normally distributed
variables, Bartholomew [6] later proposed maximum likelihood factor analysis for
binary variables.
Here, we present factor models to explore the dependencies in multivariate count
data. We develop a general class of factor-analytic models that provides a
parsimonious and easy to interpret representation of multivariate dependencies in
counts. The models we provide extend the general linear latent variable model given
in Bartholomew and Knott [17, p. 19, 25, 159] and Wedel and Kamakura [27]. Our
contribution is that we allow for a more general class of distributions and link
functions and propose a new method for estimating these models that can be used
even for large numbers of factors. Other relevant work in this area is that of
Arminger and Ku¨sters [5], who provide simultaneous equation models for observed
variables of any measurement level and with metric latent endogenous variables.
Their work is restricted to one-factor models, however, without considering full
maximum likelihood estimation of their models. Our work does include multiple
factors and employs maximization of the (simulated) likelihood function for
parameter estimation, but does not consider structural relations among the latent
variables.
By accommodating a variety of different distributional assumptions for the
factors, we develop a general framework that includes many both previously
proposed and new models as well as compound distributions. Whereas so far these
models needed to be studied separately as a collection of special cases, our
framework enables one to study them simultaneously. The approach that we take ﬁts
in the econometric tradition in of studying unobserved heterogeneity due to omitted
variables. Although the full covariance matrix of the latent errors can be estimated
without imposing any restriction [12], the factor approach can provide a more
parsimonious speciﬁcation and easier interpretation. We show that count data factor
models can be estimated effectively by the method of simulated likelihood [13].
We proceed by describing the Poisson factor models, along with a host of
previously published compound distributions arising as special cases. We then
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describe estimation by the method of simulated likelihood and discuss the selection
of the number of factors. A Monte-Carlo study is conducted to investigate the
performance of the simulated likelihood estimator compared to numerical
integration. The paper concludes with an illustrative application to TV channel
viewing data.
2. Poisson factor models for count data
2.1. Model description
Consider an I J matrix of counts Y=(yij) classiﬁed by respondents i and
variables j. Next to the standard Poisson distribution, we accommodate left-, right-
and doubly truncated Poisson distributions that are useful in several applications
[15, p. 181–186], and for which the probability functions are, respectively
PrðY ¼ yijÞ ¼
expðyijÞyyijij
yij!
1 expðyijÞ
XL
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for left and right truncation points L and R. To link the mean for subject i, yi=(yij),
to factors, we parameterize it as
gðyiÞ ¼ mþ xiG0; ð2:2Þ
where m=(mj) is a vector of intercepts, xip represents the value of respondent i on
the pth latent factors, xi is a P-dimensional row vector, and G=(gjp) is a (JP)
matrix of ﬁxed factor weights. Although many other distributions are easily
accommodated, we currently restrict ourselves to the following two distributions for
the factors xip:
(1) xipBG(np,lp), a Gamma distribution with mean np and variance lp, and
(2) xipBN(np,lp), a Normal distribution with mean np and variance lp.
We consider a range of possible factor models through various structures on the
weight matrix G, i.e., we allow for both common and unique factor models and for
exploratory and conﬁrmatory factor models. For example, if G1=(gjp) is a full
matrix of rank P, we have an exploratory factor model with P factors. For
G0=diag(gj) of rank J, the model has unique factors only (i.e., an independent factor
for each variable). For G0=(G0
0
,G1
0
), the model has both common and unique
factors. Conﬁrmatory factor models with P hypothesized factors are intermediate
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between the common and unique factors model and arise when some elements of G
are constrained to zero (often, for example, only one element in each row is free)
according to prior hypotheses. The link function is g( 	 ). The two most commonly
used link functions are the identity link and the log link, but other links, such as the
square root, are also possible. In our framework, any link function g( 	 ), can be used,
in contrast to Bartholomew and Knott [7], who use the canonical link function. In
choosing the link function in (2.2) it is important to apply a function that constrains
the expectation of the conditional Poisson distribution to be positive, which makes
certain link functions, such as the identity link, less suitable.
The marginal distribution of yi is obtained by integrating over the distribution of
the unobserved factors:
f ðyijYÞ ¼
Z YJ
j¼1
f ðyijjxi;YÞf ðxijXÞ dxi; ð2:3Þ
X are the parameters characterizing the distribution of xi (np and lp), and Y contains
all parameters of interest. Note that the multivariate distributions generated by (2.3)
have univariate marginals in the same family [11, p. 258]. Conditional upon xi, the
attractive properties of the Poisson model apply, i.e.: f(yi|xi;Y) is Poisson and
f(yij|xi,yi;Y) is multinomial, where yi=
P
jyij.
2.2. Invariance properties
The ﬁt of a factor model with Normal factors is not affected by changes in the
location and scale of the variables as well as orthogonal rotations of the factor
weights. Location invariance arises since under the parameterization mj ¼ mj þ m;
and np ¼ np  m; the distribution of yij, f(yij;Y), is the same as that under the
original parameterization f(yij;Y). Location invariance is alleviated by ﬁxing m or n.
Similarly, scale invariance holds since with G=GC, with C=diag(cp), and L=LC
1
with L=diag(lp) the distribution of yij is the same as under the original
parameterization. Fixing G or L alleviates scale invariance. Rotation invariance
(cf. [7,9]), can be shown by introducing an orthogonal (PP) rotation matrix R with
G=GR. For xi
=xiR
1, the distribution of xi
 is equal to fx(xi
,R), since the Jacobean
is 1 only for R orthogonal and xi normal the unconditional distribution of yij under
the new parameterization, f(yij;Y
), is the same as that under the original
parameterization, f(yij;Y) By specifying the distribution of the factors as normal
with a zero mean vector and identity covariance matrix, we obtain an identiﬁed
model. If the distribution of xi is Gamma, we both have location and scale
invariance; however, the unconditional distribution arising from parameterizations
with and without rotation is not the same. This arises because the distribution of
xiR
1 is different from xi for R orthogonal and xi Gamma [16]. In other words, a
factor-analytic model with Gamma distributed factors is not rotation invariant.
Factor models are invariant under re-labeling of the factors. We resolve that
problem by reporting one particular sequence of the factors. Unless stated otherwise,
we ﬁx n and L, specifying n=0 and L=I, to achieve identiﬁcation. Local
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identiﬁcation of all models can be checked by inspecting the eigenvalues of the
Information matrix [9]. The identiﬁability of factor models improves when
constraints are imposed on the factor weight matrix, as is the case in conﬁrmatory
factor models.
2.3. Special cases
By specifying the matrix of weights G, link functions, and distributions of the
factors, interesting special cases of (2.1)–(2.3) arise, some of which have been
previously described in the literature. These special cases arise because for known G
(but np and lp free), the factor model becomes a multivariate random intercept model
that allows for overdispersion and a restrictive covariance structure of the
multivariate counts. We consider a number of cases of interest, displayed in
Table 1 (except when explicitly mentioned we set m=0). In particular, compound
Poisson distributions described in [15], such as the Negative Binomial, the Negative
Multinomial, the Poisson-normal, the Poisson-lognormal, and the Poisson-inverse
Gaussian arise.
Fig. 1 provides illustrative plots of the probability function for two distribution
functions of the factors (Normal and Gamma), several means and variances of the
factors, and a variety of different link-functions (the Log-link for the Normally
distributed factors, and the Identity, Inverse and Log-links for the Gamma
distributed factors). It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the proposed framework
accommodates a wide variety of different probability functions. Skewed probability
functions that are strongly peaked at zero, and unimodal probability functions that
have both high and low kurtosis are revealed. Within each of the four panels, it is
apparent that the choice of the link function dramatically affects the form of the joint
probability density. Fig. 2 displays contour plots of illustrative bivariate probability
functions, computed for J=P=2, both for Gamma (Identity link) and Normal (Log-
link) factors, as well as several choices of the factor weights. It shows that the
covariance is strongly affected by the factor weights. Positive weights for both factors
result in elongated contour plots that stretch into the ﬁrst quadrant at an angle
determined by the factor weights. Negative weights result in contours of the joint
probability function that stretch along the axis of the ﬁrst quadrant, and large
negative weights result in contours that shrink towards zero. This illustrates that quite
a variety of dependencies of count data can be accommodated within our framework.
2.4. Simulated likelihood estimation
The Poisson factor models can be estimated by maximum likelihood methods. The
observed data likelihood is obtained by taking the product of (2.3) over the
observations. However, when using standard numerical integration based on, for
example, Gaussian quadrature, the estimation of Y is not feasible for many models,
given the high-dimensional integration involved in the likelihood. In particular, this
problem has severely constrained the estimation of the Poisson-lognormal model
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proposed by Aitchison and Ho [1]. However, simulated likelihood (SML) estimation
provides a feasible and easy to implement alternative to the evaluation of such
integrals [13]. In SML the likelihood function is approximated based on S draws
from the distribution of the factors:
L˜ðYjyÞ ¼
YI
i¼1
XS
s¼1
YJ
j¼1
f ðyijjzsi ;YÞ=S; ð2:4Þ
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Table 1
Selected special cases of the compound Poisson factor model
P Link, score
distribution
Mean Weights Remarks
P=1 Identity,
Gamma
m G=g1J The marginal distribution of yi is negative
multinomial [14]; the marginal distribution
f(yi|Y) is negative binomial (NBD) and the
conditional distribution f(yij|yi;Y) is
multinomial.
P=J Identity,
Gamma
mj G=diag
(gj)
The marginal distribution of yi is NBD [15].
The marginal distribution f(yi|Y) is also
negative binomial, and f(yij|yi;Y) is the
Dirichlet Multinomial distribution [14].
P=1 Identity, Normal m G=g1J Poisson-normal (PN) or Hermite distribution
[14]. If the score distribution is truncated at
zero the Poisson-zero-truncated normal
distribution is obtained [14].
PpJ Identity, Normal mj G=diag
(gp)
For P=J, a multivariate extension of the PN
arises (mPN; [26]). For PoJ, and m and G
unconstrained, the expectation of the Poisson
distribution yiBN(m,GG0) is multivariate
normal and the marginal distribution of yi is
also mPN [14].
P=1 Log, Normal m G=g1 The Poisson log-normal (PLN) distribution
[23]. This distribution has also been called the
discrete log-normal [14].
PpJ Log, Normal mj G=diag
(gp)
(Multivariate) Poisson-lognormal (mPLN;
[1]).
PoJ Log, Normal mj G The expectation of the Poisson distribution
yiBLN(m,GG0) is multivariate lognormal. The
marginal distribution of yi is in this case also
mPLN.
P=1 Identity, Inverse
Gaussian
m G=g1 The Sichel, or Poisson-inverse Gaussian
distribution [14,25].
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Fig. 1. Plots of the distribution functions of illustrative forms of univariate compound probability
functions as a function the link function, and the form and mean and variance of the factor distribution.
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Fig. 2. Contour plots of illustrative forms of bivariate compound Poisson probability functions as a
function of the link function, the factor distribution and the factor weights.
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where, zi
s presents the sth draw from the distribution of xi. The particular
distributions of xi considered here, the Normal and Gamma distributions, can be
easily sampled from, given a preliminary estimate of the parameter values X
characterizing their distribution, where such an estimate is available at each stage of
the iterative estimation algorithm. Gourieroux and Monfort [13] show that the SML
estimator is both consistent if
ﬃﬃ
I
p
=S-0 as S-N and asymptotically equivalent to
the MLE. Simulation studies by Lee [18] (Lee, 1997) have shown that SML has good
properties for values of S exceeding 200, but performance depends on the
dimensionality of the integral. We further examine the properties of SML in a
Monte-Carlo simulation study in the context of the Poisson factor models below. An
appealing aspect of SML estimation is that the simulated likelihood function (2.3) is
twice differentiable, simplifying optimization with the Newton-type algorithms that
we apply. The optimization of the simulated likelihood function is performed in
GAUSS [4], using the Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb and Shanno algorithm, with
numerical approximation of the derivatives. The draws from the factor distribution
are kept constant throughout the optimization.
Anderson and Rubin [3] have investigated consistency and asymptotic normality
of ML estimators in factor analysis. For the models considered here such properties
follow readily from likelihood theory, since standard regularity conditions hold
including that the parameter space is compact and the parameter estimates are
unique. Thus, the SML estimators have an asymptotic Normal distribution:
#YSMLBNðY; H1UH1Þ: Here, H is the observed information matrix estimated
with the second derivatives of the simulated log likelihood function, and U is the
expected information matrix estimated by the cross product of the ﬁrst derivatives
[13].
2.5. Choosing the value of P
In some cases, prior constraints may be available to guide the choice of the
number of latent factors, P. For example, if the aim is a graphical display of the
dependency structure of the J variables, P=2 is a convenient choice. However, in
many cases the value of P needs to be determined from the data. Akaike [2]
developed his information criterion AIC=2 lnL+2Q precisely for this problem
where Q denotes the number of parameters in the model. He showed that AIC can be
viewed as an approximate estimate of the expected relative Kullback–Liebler
distance between the model and the assumed true one. The standard LR test cannot
be applied to test for the number of factors because the P-factor model is not nested
in the P+1-factor model. An often used procedure is to test the PoJ factor model
against the saturated P=J model. However, at commonly used critical values this
LR test is oversensitive to small departures from the null hypothesis due to the
large number of degrees of freedom [2]. Although Akaike [2] argued for the AIC
statistic to compare models with a different number of factors, it should be taken
into account that the AIC statistic does not asymptotically indicate the true model
among a set of candidate models. In response, several authors have proposed
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dimension-consistent criteria, such as CAIC=2 lnL+Q(ln(I)+1) [10] and BIC=
2 lnL+Q ln(I) [24] criteria. Since the criteria lead to similar conclusions, we use
one of them only, CAIC. Based on the assumptions that model dimensionality is
ﬁxed as I-N and that the true model is among the set of candidate models, this
statistic indicates the true model with probability one, asymptotically.
3. A Monte-Carlo simulation study
To investigate the properties of the SML estimators of Poisson factor model
parameters for small- and medium-sized samples, we conduct a simulation study that
varies the sample size (I=100 and 300), the distribution of the factors (Normal and
Gamma), and the dimensionality of the model (P=1 and 2). All models were based
on J=6 variables. For each of the 23 cells, 100 data sets were generated. For the
models with normal factors, all intercepts and factor weights were set to 0.5 or –0.5.
For the models with Gamma distributed factors, the intercepts were set to 2 or 3, the
weights to 0.5 and –0.5. The models were estimated both with maximum likelihood
using a numerical approximation of the integrals (ML), as well as using simulations
to approximate the integrals (SML), with both S=50 and 250 draws. The log-link
function was used in the estimation. We conﬁne ourselves to one- and two-
dimensional models since for those, the numerical integration that we use as a
benchmark is accurate. We note that to obtain satisfactory accuracy we used about
600 quadrature points. As measures of performance we compute bias and precision,
assessed as the mean deviation of the estimates from the true value of the parameters
across 100 replications, and the standard deviation of the estimates across 100
replications, respectively. Table 2 reports the estimated bias and precision based on
the mean of the absolute values for the intercepts and factor weights (in order not to
let positive and negative bias cancel each other out).
Both, the ML and SML estimates show some bias. However as expected the bias
decreases with the sample size and an increasing number of draws for SML. The bias
also depends on the dimensionality of the model, being somewhat higher for the
P=2 models, as compared to P=1. For the Gamma factor models, SML estimates
are more biased than for normal ones, but again this bias decreases when sample size
and number of draws increase. Note that the bias for the intercepts is higher than for
the weights, since the values of those parameters are larger. With S=250 draws from
the factor distribution, the bias of SML estimates are comparable to that of the ML
estimates obtained with numerical integration. The precision of SML, as judged by
the standard errors in Table 2, is less than that of ML for S=50. This holds in
particular for two-dimensional integration. But, precision improves if the number of
draws increases: SML is as precise as ML or better for S=250 draws, in particular
when the sample size is larger (n=300) and for the models with Gamma distributed
factors.
These results are consistent with earlier simulation studies on SML estimation [18].
SML estimates are biased, but the bias decreases with the number of draws and the
number of observations, and increases with the dimensionality of the integration.
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The bias is relatively small, in general less than 5%, and may even be negligible for as
little as 50 draws. The precision of SML estimates tends to be less than that of ML
estimates for a small numbers of draws, but is smaller or equal to that of ML
estimates for a larger number of draws (S=250). Precision improves with increasing
numbers of observations and draws, and may even exceed that of ML estimates,
especially when the number of quadrature points is too small. We conclude that for
our models SML performs well for S=250 and we use that number of draws in the
illustration provided next.
4. Empirical illustration
We illustrate our factor model and analyze data on TV channel viewing, which
presents a simple application of our general method but serves the purpose of
illustrating it. The number of TV channels has increased dramatically, in the US with
the introduction of Cable TV, and in Europe with the advent of commercial TV
stations. This has led to a substantial increase in the choice options for viewers and
increasing competition among TV channels, which has important implications for
TV networks, who are interested in identifying typical patterns of television viewing
and in understanding the propensities of consumers to view different channels to
enhance their competitive scheduling.
We apply our count-data factor models to analyze daily reach of TV channels in
the Netherlands. In media research, ‘‘Reach’’ refers to the number of times a person
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Table 2
Bias and precision of ML and SML of Poisson factor model estimates
Model Bias Precision
n=100 n=300 n=100 n=300
ML S=50 S=250 ML S=50 S=250 ML S=50 S=250 ML S=50 S=250
Normal, P=1
m 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.13 0.07 0.07
g 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.12 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.08 0.08
Normal, P=2
m 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.13 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.08 0.08
g 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.16 0.26 0.23 0.16 0.23 0.19
Gamma, P=1
m 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.13 0.11
g 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.13 0.14 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.08
Gamma, P=2
m 0.02 0.15 0.02 0.03 0.18 0.03 0.32 0.41 0.30 0.20 0.29 0.20
g 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.28 0.27 0.24 0.20 0.25 0.15
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is exposed to a certain channel or program, during a certain time interval [8, p. 589].
For TV, a relevant interval is often 1 week. The analysis of reach is instrumental in
media vehicle selection, as well as for competitive programming of channels [20]. For
our application, we use a random sample of 276 households from the representative
panel of the market research agency Intomart. Panel members agree to have an
electronic device, called the people-meter, connected to their TV-set [19]. This device
records which channel is viewed at what time, for every 5 s for 24 h a day. We use
daily reach data on the seven major TV channels in the Netherlands, NL1, NL2,
NL3, RTL4, RTL5, Veronica and SBS6, during a 1-week period. The ﬁrst three
channels are public-, the last four are commercial channels. To investigate the
structure of the dependencies in viewing behavior, we ﬁtted several Poisson factor
models. We used the standard canonical log-link function throughout. Since the
daily reach data are truncated at 7 days, we use a right-truncated Poisson
distribution to describe them. An alternative model to describe these data is a
binomial factor model (cf. [27]), which we ﬁt as well. The two-factor model with
normal factors ﬁts the data best (P=1: CAIC=6818.6; P=2: CAIC=6737.1; P=3:
CAIC=6777.2). The (P=2) common factor model with Gamma factors provides
improved ﬁt (CAIC=6726.1), while the (also P=2) binomial factor models with a
Gamma factor distribution (CAIC=6818.69) or with a normal factor distribution
(CAIC=6733.14) produce a worse ﬁt. For the P=2 Poisson factor model, the
deviance residuals did not indicate any systematic lack of ﬁt [21]: the 95% coverage
interval of the residuals is (1.971, 1.807). None of the residuals are large in their
absolute values (min. 2.070, max. 2.180). The pseudo R2=0.242.
Table 3 displays the factor weights of the (P=2) solution. Note that the solution is
not rotated, since the model with Gamma distributed latent variables is not rotation
invariant. Nevertheless, the interpretation of the estimates of the weights is clear. All
coefﬁcient estimates are signiﬁcant. The table reveals that the public channels (NL1,
NL2 and NL3) have high weights for the ﬁrst factor. Correspondingly, for the
second factor we obtain high weights for the commercial channels. In Table 3, NL2
is the public channel loading highest on the ‘‘commercial’’ factor. This channel is
designed to compete with the commercial channels through a higher frequency of
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Table 3
Estimates and standard errors of the P=2 factor model for the TV station data
Intercept Factor 1 Factor 2
Estimate SE Estimate SE Estimate SE
NL1 0.486 0.156 0.916 0.088 0.563 0.122
NL2 0.672 0.150 0.937 0.094 0.730 0.112
NL3 0.469 0.158 0.938 0.092 0.488 0.116
RTL4 1.854 0.203 0.436 0.145 1.317 0.150
RTL5 1.416 0.173 0.428 0.134 1.610 0.161
Veronica 1.513 0.190 0.399 0.140 1.925 0.194
SBS6 1.624 0.196 0.349 0.171 2.153 0.223
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entertainment programs. Thus, our analysis reveals that competitive programming
has been effective for audience retention. Conversely, the commercial channels with
the highest level of information and news, RTL4 and RTL5, targeted at more
afﬂuent and higher educated households, have larger weights for the public channel
factor. However, the factor weights show that these public and commercial channels
compete in terms of reach only to a limited extent. It shows that the commercial
channels tapped into speciﬁc entertainment needs that are more difﬁcult to meet
through competitive programming of the public channels.
5. Conclusion
The initial interest in the Poisson distribution [22] to describe counts focused on
univariate and i.i.d. counts, on which a vast literature in statistics and econometrics
has emerged [11]. Yet, there is considerable consensus that the Poisson distribution
as such, while being a most useful benchmark, has limited practical use, since count
data as a rule display overdispersion and contagion. Moreover, associations among
multiple event categories are rarely represented well by a simple random-effects
structure. Few models have been proposed for the analysis of multivariate count
data, which can be accredited to the analytical complications and numerical
intractability arising in those investigations. Only recently have researchers begun to
systematically study multivariate and contagious count data, but applications of
these methods were hampered by numerical problems, in particular, as a result of
numerical integration. We expect that the Poisson factor models proposed in this
paper will constitute an important tool for the investigation of associations in
multivariate count data because they provide a straightforward approach to describe
and display the latent dependency structure.
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